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The Fulmer Haunting is a ghostly black carriage that seems to appear without any explanation or reason.  

There are no known historical records of a crash and the ghost just seems to appear from time to time.  

Legend has it that the ghostly carriage begins its ghostly journey south of the village on Framewood 

Road.  Heading north its passes through the village before heading out along Fulmer Road.  

(Haunted Places of Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire, R.Matthews (2004) p95)  

 

Weather – Dry  

Ambient Sounds – Nearby Road noise 

Equipment 

Andy F- Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-SR75E Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus WS-560M  

Olivus3 

Sebastian - Camera: Fujifilm Finepix S2000HD Voice Recorder: Sony ICD-PX820 Compass 

 

Framewood Road Investigation – The team are spread out along the road from the edge of the nearby 

farm to nearby houses  

Graham Y observed in the area where the lane met the private drive to the farm, Graham thought he saw 

an figure wearing a hooded cloak, like monks ware, disappear behind the stone wall. The track that led to 

the farm from the lane felt like we were not alone especially on the corner. 

20:13 Andy F is near to a farm boundary and Graham Y is further down the road near to a farm gate that 

blocks the road.  Andy G and Elaine are just around a bend in the road and Sebastian and Loretta are 

undertaking experiments using Sebastian’s compass tool.  Andy F feels that graham is coming along the 

road passing him behind him but when Andy F looks around he finds that Graham is still further down 

the road and there is no one behind him.  Andy F walks up the to where Andy G is standing and Andy G 

tells Andy F that a male spirit has just walked up the road from where Andy was standing and has just 

passed them. 

20:40 Pointer in Compass began moving erratically on lane. Various tests after this experience, the 

pointer was calmer and more static. There was one particular place where the compass took a long time to 

settle and constantly the needle shook around excessively. Sebastian and Loretta  moved it to various 

locations and it tended to settle within ten seconds generally but each time we returned to this particular 

spot it did the same continuously shaking and not settling. There was nothing visible around to indicate 

that there was anything that would interfere with the magnetic field i.e. pylons or pipes etc.  
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20:44 Andy G says that he feels like he walked into an energy field. 

20:53 Elaine hears the sound of horses walking along the road. 

20:56 Andy G strange it feels like it is coming and going. 

21:00 Elaine can smell smoke. 

21:10 Andy G told Andy F that he felt he could see a black carriage pulled by two black horses seen 

moving along the lane towards the village. From what Andy G could see it would appear out of a mist and 

driver again all in black didn't have a face. 

 

Fulmer Ford 

22:05 – Sebastian was standing near the tip of the ford with a flashlight turned on. He looked to a set of 

trees to the left then back to the ford. Upon returning his eyes to the ford, he suddenly felt my head 

aching. This was followed by aching arms (Both arms) as if he had carried something heavy and legs 

feeling like jelly. In addition, he did not feel straight headed and he was panting despite the fact he did not 

run. All of this led to him losing stability in legs, making him crouch down with face looking at the 

ground. It felt as if something unseen had drained ninety-nine percent of his energy from my body in a 

matter of seconds. 

 

Loretta noticed him facing the ground and crouched at the tip of the ford. At this time, he did not feel like 

his usual self. Graham took him to his car for him to sit down. Graham reckoned Sebastian was sensing 

something at the ford. After what felt like five minutes, Sebastian got over the negative feeling and got 

back to the investigation team. Sebastian still had a slight headache as remnants but it was not as bad as 

before.  This headache lasted even when I got home and slept 

 

 

When Loretta went over the other side towards the ford she suddenly got a sharp stabbing sharp stabbing 

pain in the side of her head.  It was like somebody had pierced her skull with a knife although this lasted 

for about 20 seconds and then went. Other than this, around the area by the ford, Loretta didn't see or feel 

anything.  

 

End of Investigation 

 

 


